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Flow-chart of proposed registration framework	


4. Diffusion regularisation using message-passing	

•  Regularisation term R(fp,fq) defined as diffusion regularisation (squared diff.)	

	
→ obtained by message passing on graph (alternatively graph cuts)	


•  Lower envelope computation [3] speeds up computation of R(fp,fq) 	

	
→ we use incremental (subpixel) regularisation in multi-level framework	

	
intersection s of parabolas for envelope is defined based on subpixel offset ∆	


→ Exact global optimum for simplified graph structure (without iterations) 	

•  Up to 100x more efficient than graph-cut (less memory usage than FastPD)	


→ allows for much larger displacement space (see 2. dense sampling)	


5. Symmetric and diffeomorphic transformations	

•  Avoid singularities and bias (based on order of scans) of deformations	

•  Estimate forward and backward transforms A and B (independently)	

	
→ Fast iterative inversion (vn converges to u-1) to obtain B(0.5)-1	


	
→ Compose A(0.5) o B(0.5)-1 for new full symmetric transformations	


•  Diffeomorphism enforced by hard constraint [1] restricts deformations	

	
→ Scaling and squaring [4] allows for arbitrarily large deformations 

Results for 10 inhale-exhale CT registrations	

•  Comparison to state-of-the-art methods drop [1] and gsyn [5]	

•  Significantly improved registration accuracy: 1.60 mm (8.46 mm before reg.)	

•  Similar smoothness of deformations (as drop) and no singularities	

•  Better preservation of sliding motion	


        overlay after registration                                                             magnitude of deformations in mm	

          scan resolution 1x1x2.5mm	


Motivation for deformable CT lung registration	

•  Radiotherapy planning to obtain more accurate tumour margins	

•  Longitudinal monitoring treatment or disease progression (e.g. of nodules)	

•  Ventilation estimation to assess breathing disorders (e.g. COPD or asthma)	

	
→ requires accurate and reliable deformable registration	


Challenges for current registrations algorithms	

Large motion (≤30 mm) of small features	

(vessels and airways)	

• continuous (gradient-based) optimisation methods 
may get trapped in local minima	

→ discrete optimisation formulated on MRF with 
dense displacement sampling and large label space 	

(L={0,±1,…, ±15}3 voxels) avoids false minima	


Discontinuous sliding motion at interface of 
lungs, thoracic cage, fissures and liver	

• homogenous regularisation across motion 
boundary has adverse effect	

→ use of minimum spanning tree as MRF 
representation can preserve sliding motion and 
improve efficiency of optimisation	


1. MRF-based registration framework	

•  Control points (centres of voxel groups) are represented by nodes in MRF	

•  Multi-level (coarse-to-fine) approach for voxel grouping (similar to B-splines)	

•  Edges connect nodes in graph (usually 6 edges per node)	

•  Combined energy term (SAD similarity + diffusion regularisation) defined as:	


2. Dense displacement sampling (deeds)	

•  Uses only highest resolution (no need for downsampling)	

•  Data term D(fp) is calculated as SAD for each voxel group independently	

•  Consider every displacement within large label space L={0,±1,…, ±15}3	


•  drop [1] only samples along axes → may miss optimal displacement	


3. Image-derived minimum-spanning-tree (MST)	

•  Edge weights are defined as SAD between 

neighbouring groups of voxels	

•  Irrelevant edges (high SAD) are removed 

from graph until MST is reached [2]	


	
→ Prim’s algorithm n⋅log(n) complexity	

	
→ No regularisation across sliding 	

	
boundary (change in appearance)	


→ Advantages for optimisation: allows to use 
(two-pass) belief propagation	
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(e.g. B-splines) or used as a penalty (regularisation) term. This97

assumption is violated in the case of a sliding motion between98

two objects (at their boundary), which commonly occurs99

during respiration. A homogeneous smoothness prior at slid-100

ing surfaces causes the registration to be inaccurate. Several101

authors address this problem by masking out the background102

objects that follow a different motion (e.g. a ”motion mask”103

is used in [9]). Two separate registrations are then performed104

for the foreground and background objects. However, this105

requires an optimal fusion of the two resulting motion fields.106

In [10], a direction-dependent regularisation is proposed that107

is based on an automatically detected mask. In our previous108

work [11], we introduced a different graph structure, namely109

an intensity-derived minimum-spanning-tree, which effectively110

models sliding preserving motion. Here, we extend on this111

work, by using a more principled approach for the transfor-112

mation model (including subpixel accuracy, a multi-level B-113

spline parameterisation, and incremental regularisation) and114

by introducing the concept of hyper-labels for simultaneous115

ventilation estimation.116

C. Intensity variation due to lung compression117

A local change in lung volume is expressed as a relative118

difference in the corresponding Hounsfield values within the119

breathing cycle. The change in density (and image intensity)120

can be problematic for deformable registration if a one-to-121

one intensity mapping is assumed. Similarity metrics that122

assume a globally linear relationship (e.g. cross-correlation)123

or statistical dependency (e.g. mutual information), cannot124

resolve for the locally varying contrast. Locally contrast125

invariant metrics, such as local cross-correlation [12], local126

phase [13] or modality independent neighbourhood descriptors127

[14] may be used instead. Recently, so called mass-preserving128

similarity terms have been introduced by [15] and [16]. Based129

on our discrete MRF-based registration setting, we propose130

an alternative solution, where we introduce an additional131

dimension into the label space L. The fourth label dimension132

represents a local multiplicative intensity variation for each133

control point in the graph. The advantage of this approach is134

that we can simultaneously estimate a dense motion field and a135

regularised map of local density change. This directly provides136

a ventilation image of the lung functionality. Previous two-step137

approaches [4], [17], [18] first estimated a dense motion field138

and then computed a local intensity mapping based either on139

a Jacobian or on analysis of the Hounsfield units (based on140

the difference image after registration).141

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In142

Sec. II the discrete optimisation framework is formulated as a143

labelling problem on an MRF. An intensity-driven minimum-144

spanning-tree representation is presented, which deals effec-145

tively with the complex sliding motion and offers attractive146

computational advantages over commonly used optimisers147

(such as graph cuts), because it can solve the labelling prob-148

lem using only two passes of the min-sum message passing149

algorithm. A lower-envelope computation is introduced for a150

consecutive regularisation penalty, which enforces the smooth-151

ness of the full transformation (in a multi-level approach)152

and not only for the updates. A symmetric, diffeomorphic 153

transformation model is employed, which both ensures in- 154

verse consistency and a singularity-free deformation field. 155

Thereafter, the dense stochastic sampling is discussed and the 156

concept of hyper-labels is introduced. Section III describes the 157

4DCT lung dataset consisting of 10 cancer patients and a large 158

set of manually defined landmarks. The landmarks are used in 159

Sec. IV to evaluate the novel contributions made in Sec. II in 160

terms of registration accuracy, complexity of deformations and 161

computational efficiency. The results are also compared to the 162

state-of-the-art continuous optimisation framework gsyn [12], 163

which performed best in a recent lung registration challenge 164

[5], and two methods from the literature, which have been 165

evaluated using the same dataset. The capabilities of our 166

approach to accurately align small features undergoing large 167

deformations, the preservation of naturally occurring sliding 168

motions, and simultaneous lung ventilation estimation are 169

clearly shown. 170

II. METHODS 171

Discrete optimisation is usually performed as Markov Ran- 172

dom Field (MRF) labelling. For the purposes of our parametric 173

image registration framework, a graph is defined, in which 174

the nodes p ∈ P correspond to control points in a uniform B- 175

spline grid and in which, for each node, there is a set of labels 176

fp, which correspond to discrete displacements. The energy 177

function to be optimised consists of two terms: the data (also 178

called unary) cost D (which is independent for each node); 179

and the pair-wise regularisation cost R(fp, fq) for any node 180

q, which is directly connected (∈ N ) with p: 181

E(f) =
�

p∈P
D(fp)

� �� �
data term

+α
�

(p,q)∈N

R(fp, fq)

� �� �
regularisation term

(1)

The unary cost measures the similarity of the voxels around a 182

control point p in one image and the set of voxels in the second 183

image around the control point location, which is displaced by 184

fp. It is independent of the displacements of its neighbours. 185

The pair-wise term enforces a globally smooth transformation 186

by penalising deviations of the displacements of neighbouring 187

nodes. The weighting parameter α sets the influence of the 188

regularisation. For the case of lung CT registration, sum of 189

absolute differences (SAD) has been widely used as simi- 190

larity metric and the deformation field is regularised using 191

the squared differences of the displacements of neighbouring 192

control points. Let each label fp describe a three dimensional 193

displacement fp = xp = {xp, yp, zp} between a control point 194

p in the fixed image I and the moving image J . The energy 195

term then becomes: 196

E(f) =
�

p∈P
|I(p)− J(p+ xp)|+ α

�

(p,q)∈N

(xp − xq)2

|p− q| (2)

A. MRF-based optimisation 197

Methods to solve the MRF labelling problem can generally 198

be categorised as one of two approaches: message passing 199

and graph cuts. Message passing schemes include: loopy 200

current node	


children	


parent	


group of voxels 
forming a node	


dense displacement 
sampling L=
{0,±1,..±4}2	


message passing	


1. Define MRF on regular 
grid of control points	


2. Calculate similarity-term 
using dense sampling	


3. Extract minimum-
spanning-tree	


4. Infer regularisation 
using message-passing	


5. Enforce diffeomorphic 
and symmetric mapping 	


Warp both volumes and 
repeat for finer level	


backward transform B	
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belief propagation (LBP) [19]; sequential tree-reweighted mes-201

sage passing (TRW-S) [20]; and dynamic programming on a202

tree [21]. Popular graph cut algorithms include: α-expansion203

moves (α-GC) [22]; and the fast primal-dual strategy (FastPD)204

[23]. Graph cuts can solve binary energy minimisation prob-205

lems exactly by finding the minimum cut, which separates a206

graph, in which each node is connected to its neighbours and207

two additional nodes (source and sink). α-expansion moves are208

an extension of graph cuts to solve multi-labelling problems.209

Even though they are guaranteed to converge, they do not find210

the global optimum in most applications. Since α-GC relies211

on the pair-wise potential to be a metric, the most commonly212

used regularisation term, squared differences of displacements,213

cannot be used (only the square root of this, the L2 norm, is214

a metric). FastPD shows an improved performance compared215

to α-GC and relaxes the metric-requirement. However, this216

comes at the cost of substantially increased memory require-217

ments (FastPD requires roughly 1000 bytes memory per degree218

of freedom, compared to 6 bytes for α-GC or message passing219

approaches).220

Following the paradigm of pictorial structures [21], we221

propose that medical images can be more efficiently treated222

using a relaxed graph structure. Instead of connecting each223

node to its six immediate neighbours, only the most relevant224

edge is considered, leading to a minimum spanning tree225

(MST). The MST is a spanning tree with minimum total edge226

costs. The selection of the root node does not influence the227

result of the optimisation. The MST sufficiently reflects the228

underlying anatomical connectivity in a medical image (see229

Fig. 1). Message passing on a tree finds the global minimum,230

without iterations, in only two passes.231

B. Minimum spanning tree232

Using Prim’s algorithm [24], we can quickly find the unique233

MST given a set of nodes p ∈ P and edges e. The edge234

weight w(p, q) is defined as the sum of absolute differences235

(SAD) between the intensities of all voxels within the influence236

region of a control point p and the respective voxels for237

a neighbouring control point q. The tree is well balanced,238

and, as a consequence, the maximum width is approximately239

|P|/ log|P|. The output of Prim’s algorithm consists of a240

sorted list of all nodes (with increasing tree depth) and the241

index of each node’s parent. A similar approach has been used242

for stereo correspondence [25], however other methods (LBP,243

TRW-S) perform better in that specific application.244

Finding the best labelling for each node, i.e. the global245

optimum of Eq. 1, is possible using the min-sum message246

passing algorithm on the MST [21]. At each node p, the247

cost Cp of the best displacement can be found, given the248

displacement fq of its parent q:249

Cp(fq) = min
fp

�
D(fp) + αR(fp, fq) +

�

c

Cc(fp)

�
(3)

where c are the children of p. The best displacement can be250

found by replacing min with argmin in Eq. 3. For any leaf251

node, Eq. 3 can be evaluated directly (since it has no children).252

Thereafter, the tree is traversed from its leaves down to the253

root node 
normal node 
leaf node 

Fig. 1: Example of minimum spanning tree (MST) of a 2D
coronal slice of a lung CT based on 8-connectedness (� root,
� normal, and � leaf nodes).

root node. It is worth noting that the costs Cp only have to 254

be stored for the next tree level (only the argmin is needed to 255

select the best displacement). Once the root node is reached, 256

the best labelling for all nodes can be selected in another pass 257

through the tree (from root to leaves). Another advantage of 258

using message passing on a MST is that the exact marginal 259

distributions for each node can be directly obtained, which can 260

be used to quantify the local uncertainty of the registration. 261

C. Message passing with elastic regularisation 262

Finding the minimum naı̈vely requires |L|2 calculations for 263

the regularisation cost per node. In [19] the min-convolution 264

technique is introduced, which reduces the complexity to |L| 265

by employing a lower envelope computation. For most com- 266

monly used (pair-wise) regularisation terms, such as diffusion 267

(squared difference of displacements) and total variation (ab- 268

solute difference) regularisation, this simplification is possible. 269

Each label fp can be represented by an upward facing parabola 270

rooted at (fp, D∗(fp)), where D∗(fp) = D(fp)+
�

c Cc(fp). 271

The minimisation in Eq. 3 is defined by the lower envelope 272

of these parabolas. We make an extension to the method of 273

[19], which allows us to use an incremental regularisation 274

in a multi-level scheme. If a previous deformation field is 275

known, we first warp the moving image towards the fixed 276

image. Since, the regularisation cost depends only on the 277

difference between two labelings, only the (subpixel) offset 278

∆ = xp − xq, (p, q) ∈ N between displacements has to be 279

considered. The lower envelope can be found in a similar way 280

as in [19], however the coordinates of the intersections s of 281

the parabolas now depend on the offset ∆: 282

s =
(D∗(fq) + (fq +∆)2))− (D∗(fp) + (fp +∆)2))

2 · (fq − fp)
(4)

D. Symmetry and diffeomorphism 283

For many deformable registration algorithms, one image has 284

to be chosen as the target, the other as the moving image. 285

This biases the registration outcome and may additionally 286

introduce an inverse consistency error (ICE). The ICE for 287

a forward transform A and a backward transform B is 288

defined as the difference between AB and the identity. In 289
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Fig. 1: Example of minimum spanning tree (MST) of a 2D
coronal slice of a lung CT based on 8-connectedness (� root,
� normal, and � leaf nodes).

root node. It is worth noting that the costs Cp only have to 254

be stored for the next tree level (only the argmin is needed to 255

select the best displacement). Once the root node is reached, 256

the best labelling for all nodes can be selected in another pass 257

through the tree (from root to leaves). Another advantage of 258

using message passing on a MST is that the exact marginal 259

distributions for each node can be directly obtained, which can 260

be used to quantify the local uncertainty of the registration. 261

C. Message passing with elastic regularisation 262

Finding the minimum naı̈vely requires |L|2 calculations for 263

the regularisation cost per node. In [19] the min-convolution 264

technique is introduced, which reduces the complexity to |L| 265

by employing a lower envelope computation. For most com- 266

monly used (pair-wise) regularisation terms, such as diffusion 267

(squared difference of displacements) and total variation (ab- 268

solute difference) regularisation, this simplification is possible. 269

Each label fp can be represented by an upward facing parabola 270

rooted at (fp, D∗(fp)), where D∗(fp) = D(fp)+
�

c Cc(fp). 271

The minimisation in Eq. 3 is defined by the lower envelope 272

of these parabolas. We make an extension to the method of 273

[19], which allows us to use an incremental regularisation 274

in a multi-level scheme. If a previous deformation field is 275

known, we first warp the moving image towards the fixed 276

image. Since, the regularisation cost depends only on the 277

difference between two labelings, only the (subpixel) offset 278

∆ = xp − xq, (p, q) ∈ N between displacements has to be 279

considered. The lower envelope can be found in a similar way 280

as in [19], however the coordinates of the intersections s of 281

the parabolas now depend on the offset ∆: 282
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(D∗(fq) + (fq +∆)2))− (D∗(fp) + (fp +∆)2))
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For many deformable registration algorithms, one image has 284
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This biases the registration outcome and may additionally 286
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1.2. GAUSS-NEWTON REGISTRATION FRAMEWORK 9

of its inverse transform v will be iteratively estimated, starting from v = 0,

and updating:

vn(x) = −u(x+ vn−1(x)) (1.5)

At convergence vn approaches the true inverse u−1. Equation 1.1.2 can only

yield the inverse if the Jacobian of u is always positive, for a small number

of non-positive Jacobians this procedure will yield the pseudoinverse.

The symmetric forward transform transformation is calculated by A(0.5)◦

B(0.5)−1, where 0.5 describes a transformation of half length (or with half

the integration time, if velocity fields are used) and ensure the full trans-

formations to be inverse consistent. We use this symmetric approach in all

deformable registration experiments.

A different approach was presented by ?, which uses only one transforma-

tion grid (in the space of the intermediate mean) and ensures a symmetric

transformation by enforcing the forward displacements to be the opposite

(negative) of backward displacements. This constraint can be easily enforced

for discrete This removes the need to calculate to separate transformations,

but has a lower accuracy, since the lowest step (without additional interpo-

lation) is now two voxels.

1.2 Gauss-Newton registration framework

Variational vs demons vs discrete Gauss-Newton

Euler-Lagrange SOR

1.1. REGULARISATION OF DEFORMATIONS 7

1.1 Regularisation of deformations

Regularisation plays an extremely important role in image registration.

1.1.1 Diffeomorphic transformations

Restricting the deformations to be within the subset of diffeomorphic trans-

formation is useful for a number of reasons. It ensures a one-to-one mapping,

meaning that every voxel in I has a correspondence in J and only one voxel

from I is mapped to each voxel in J . A diffeomorphic transformation is

also invertible by definition, which is important for symmetric approaches.If

we treat the displacement field as a velocity field, we can transform a suf-

ficiently smooth deformation into a diffeomorphic mapping by applying the

scaling and squaring method ?. It is based on the fact that the composi-

tion of two diffeomorphic transformations will again yield a diffeomorphic

transformation. If the maximal displacement for every voxel is less than 0.5,

any deformation field is diffeomorphic. Therefore the initial deformation u

is divided by the power of two of a number st, such that

u0 = 2−st · u , ||u0|| < 0.5

This is called scaling. The diffeomorphic transformation û is then obtained

by st-times composing u0 with itself.

un = un−1 ◦ un−1 for n = {1, 2, . . . , st} (1.4)
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C++ code available for download at:	

http://users.ox.ac.uk/~shil3388	



